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OF SPECIAL INTEREST

RECENT BOOKS
A selection of books of interest recently received at our editorial office, as described by their publishers:

“The Titanic Pocketbook is a unique guide to all aspects of this great ship, incorporating authentic period literature from sources including White Star Line themselves, Harland & Wolff shipyards, and important publications from the period.”

“This is a uniquely insightful and comprehensive account of one of history’s most fascinating terrorist groups, shedding new light on understanding the modern terrorist mind-set in general and the motivations of the Red Brigades specifically.”

“More than just a vivid account of the war that seafarers and pirates have waged, *Pirate Hunting* is invaluable reading in a world where acts of piracy are once more a significant threat to maritime commerce and voyagers. It will appeal to readers interested in the history of piracy, anti-piracy operations, and maritime, naval, and military history worldwide.”